Program

Woodwinds

Opus 74 No. 1  Johannes Brams
Arr. Elwood Williams

Chorale BWV 4  J.S. Bach

Chorale BWV 26  J.S. Bach

Strings

Duets from Bela Bartok’s 44 Duos

Voice

Goodby Love  Ken Kraintz
Polly Wolly Doodle  Arr: Gail Kubik
Caritas et Amor  Z. Randall Stroope

Ft. James Brown (2nd Year Music Ed. Student)

Emphasis: Instrumental Music Education
Primary: Violin, Cello, Bass
Secondary: Violin
E-mail: mthoming@uoregon.edu
Looking For Jobs In: Portland/Eugene

Large Ensemble

Dor Dor Tit Bebe  Cajun Lullaby
Rainy Day Blues  Doug Goodkin
Folk Dance

Performers

Kaden Christensen
Emphasis: Instrumental Music Education
Primary: Bassoon
Secondary: Saxophone
E-mail: kaden_37@msn.com
Looking For Jobs In: Oregon

Colin Hurowitz (MME Student)
Emphasis: Music Education
Primary: Percussion
Secondary: Trombone & Bassoon
E-mail: csuwofort@gmail.com
Looking For Jobs As: Music Director, Middle/High School/Professional in Oregon

Taylor Noah
Emphasis: Music Education - Band
Primary: Trombone & Piano
Secondary: Various Winds/Percussion
E-mail: tnoah@uoregon.edu
Looking For Jobs As: Band Director, Middle/High School

Mateo Palfreman
Emphasis: Instrumental Music Education - Band
Primary: Bassoon
Secondary: Oboe
E-mail: Mat. Palfreman@gmail.com
Looking For Jobs In: Massachusetts

Olivia Salzman
Emphasis: Instrumental Music Education - String
Primary: Viola
Secondary: Violin, Cello, Bass
E-mail: oliviasalzman@gmail.com
Looking For Jobs In: Any Location

Tommi Moore
Emphasis: Instrumental Music Education - String
Primary: Viola
Secondary: Violin, Cello, Bass
E-mail: tm@uoregon.edu
Looking For Jobs In: Any Location

C.J. Tatman
Emphasis: Instrumental Music Education - String
Primary: Viola
E-mail: ctatman@uoregon.edu

Katrina Allen (MME Student)
Emphasis: Choral & Elementary Music
Primary: Voice
Secondary: Percussion
E-mail: Katrin.allen503@gmail.com
Looking For Jobs In: The Pacific Northwest

Taylor Noah
Emphasis: Music Education - Band
Primary: Trombone & Piano
Secondary: Various Winds/Percussion
E-mail: tnoah@uoregon.edu
Looking For Jobs As: Band Director, Middle/High School

Mateo Palfreman
Emphasis: Instrumental Music Education - Band
Primary: Bassoon
Secondary: Oboe
E-mail: Mat. Palfreman@gmail.com
Looking For Jobs In: Massachusetts

Colin Hurowitz (MME Student)
Emphasis: Music Education
Primary: Percussion
Secondary: Trombone & Bassoon
E-mail: csuwofort@gmail.com
Looking For Jobs As: Music Director, Middle/High School/Professional in Oregon

Colin Cossi
Emphasis: Choral & Elementary Music
Primary: Voice
Secondary: Piano
E-mail: cossi@uoregon.edu
Looking For Jobs In: Portland/Eugene

Siera Kaup
Emphasis: Elementary Music
Primary: Voice
Secondary: Piano
E-mail: sierra.rose@gmail.com
Looking For Jobs In: Eugene

Miles Thoming-Gale
Emphasis: Choral & Elementary Music
Primary: Voice
E-mail: mthoming@uoregon.edu
Looking For Jobs In: Portland/Eugene

Looking For Jobs In: Portland/Eugene
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